Developing Servant Leaders. Transforming Lives.

DBU Hosts Annual

Servant U
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ne hundred high school students from across the state of
Texas spent a week this summer at Dallas Baptist University discovering what it means to be a
servant leader. They participated in the
second annual Servant U at DBU from
July 15-20, which included five different
tracks aimed at providing experience
and ministry opportunities across the
Metroplex in their chosen fields of study.
“Servant U provides high school
students with the opportunity to take a
deeper look at their future career fields
and gain insight into how they might
be able to serve on a local, national, and
international level,” said Andrew Briscoe,
director of Service-Learning at DBU.
The five tracks were Life Influencers with a focus on ministry; Artists of
Impact for visual and music vocations;
Peacemakers for medical professions;
City Builders for business and public
service; and the Equippers for education.
Students attended workshops each
morning and then went out on trips across
the Metroplex each afternoon, some
service related and others to hear from
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